
ECOPOINT TOWER
Point Breeze, PhiladelPhia

1951 POINT BREEZE AVE, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145 WWW.ALEXANDER-RODRIGUES.COM/ECOPOINTTOWER

The mixed-use development is situated in a trendy and 7.7% 

predicted property value growth neighborhood. The project is 

located at 1951 Point Breeze Ave, Pennsylvania. With society 

battling a pandemic along with the United States’ civil unrest, the 

project aims to soothe rapidly rising issues. The civil unrest can be 

rooted to the widening wealth gap, a lack of education, and  more. 

The design seeks to bring both social classes to Eco-Point. The 

idea is to provoke conversation and sharing of perspectives. The 

amenities contribute by providing shared office spaces, community 

gardens, activity rooms, etc. By creating a stronger community, 

we as human beings can learn from one another. The units are 

mixed on every level with the expensive option being composed 

of luxurious materials while the affordable units are designed with 

cost effective solutions. The building is diffused with light wells 

that open up to the sky while allowing natural air ventilation. A 

green roof is implemented to create a cool environment for the 

vast array of solar panels on the roof, and the water collection 

system is built into one of the lightwells to recycle rainwater.

OFFERED AT $1.4M
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POINT BREEZE, PHILADELPHIA
324% INCREASE FROM 2011-2019

DATA DRIVEN SITE SELECTION
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Using real estate market indices, a data 
driven model was developed to identify 
positively trending neighborhood locations 
around the US. The model identifies 
underused, yet high-valued properties.

Point Breeze shows large upside potential with 
over 300% property value increase in the last 10 
years. With crime rates well below Philadelphia 
averages and decreasing year on year, this 
neighborhood indicates further positive 
economic transformation in coming years. 
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